Tibet Gazette

"We LOVE a Canadian winter !"

Tibetan Terrier Club of
Canada Newsletter
Winter 2010

Newsletter ONLINE !
NOTE that again the newsletter will be put online by John George, our webmaster, and since memberships
were renewed in this calendar year, he has assigned a NEW PASSWORD with which members can access
and read the 2009 issues ONLINE.
NOTE also that when you do so, you’ll see ALL photos in COLOUR, not just the cover or any personal
page that was purchased.
Visit the Newsletter section of our club website (www.tibetanterriercanada.com), select the issue you wish
to read, use the password, left click to read, right click to save to disc.
The new password is: 2009TTCCNL
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NOTICE
The Tibet Gazette is published on or near the middle of April,
July, October and January.
The deadline is the first week of the publishing month.

President’s Words Winter 2010

I would first like to thank all those who took part in the
Annual General Meeting, for your ideas, comments and interest.
The AGM is a requirement of the CKC and of our Constitution
but is more than that to the life of our Club. It is a chance for
The Tibet Gazette is the official Newsletter of the
members to converse with everyone else in our Club, to get to
Tibetan Terrier Club of Canada.
know each other a little better. We share a common interest no
The material printed herein is the opinion of the authors and is not matter where we are or what we do in life. To the new Executive
necessarily endorsed by the Editor or the Tibetan Terrier Club of members, thank you for stepping forward. I look forward to workCanada. All submissions are welcome. The Editor reserves the
ing with you. To the departing executives, thank you for your
right to edit, return for corrections or refuse.
efforts, advice, concern and shared knowledge.
I am concerned that a diminished participation in our
ADVERTISING
affairs has weakened our Club. We are relatively few in number
Advertising is now being offered at a cost of $ 20 for black &
and need the participation of as many of you as possible to stay
white or $ 45 for colour full page. Please send an original photo- viable and active. The same people will not carry the burden year
graph only, and include your Ad copy. This material will be reafter year. There is the real possibility that there will be no Naturned. Payment must accompany submission. Send all advertis- tional TT Specialty this year for lack of a Chair to organize the
ing to Tibet Gazette Editor c/o Penny White
event. Other things may also be left undone. Ours is not a unique
situation. Other organizations have the same problems and challenges. What we do about it will define our association. We are a
TTCC EXECUTIVE
group of diversely talented people. Please don’t be shy about becoming involved and contributing.
President - Glenn Connell
(905) 935-5054
News on the health front is encouraging. A test will soon
glenn.connell@gmail.com
be available for NCL. Within a few years perhaps this dreaded
condition could be isolated and maybe even eliminated in the
breed. Research and advances in the genetic field not only beneVice President - Jo Hannam
(604) 702-1146
fits our dogs but may even help to eradicate similar conditions in
dalghani@telus.net
humans. I must congratulate the Tibetan Terrier Club of America
for their financial support of this worthwhile research.
Treasurer - Terri Gueck
(604) 857-0571
The Canadian Medical Veterinary Association has displayed a very anti breeder attitude and is attempting to ban the
kyeri1@telus.net
cropping and docking of breeds where it has been common practice. Some provinces have already done so. They also do not beSecretary - Lynda Zittier
(613) 443 1019
lieve that breeders know or care anything about breeding or genetkhoqeemo@webruler.com
ics and that health issues are ignored and hidden. The cropping
and docking issue is only the first round of an agenda that is suspiciously like the Animal Rights Activist plan for companion animals. The CKC is presently wrestling with the issue as to whether
Regional Directors
they should mandate Breed Club standards or leave as is whereby
each Breed Club defines its own breed. There are legitimate conBC – Kathy Delory
(604) 576-1172
cerns on both sides of the cropping and docking issue but to say
Kathyd@tibetanterriercanada.com
that the Breeders don’t care about the breeds they have chosen to
lovingly nurture is preposterous. The CMVA will harass these
breeders out of the fancy and then move on to the next “issue”.
Prairies - Rhonda Bailey
(403) 204 0014
Who will be next and what will be the next crisis invention?
adominos@telus.net
Choose your Vet wisely. He or she may not be your dogs’ best
friend. You may want to ask them on your next visit what they
Ontario – Penny White
(613) 253-0581
think of the CMVA’s position. For now, please urge your CKC
pwhite@webruler.com
Regional Director to oppose CKC mandated Breed Standards and
ask them to fight the CMVA intrusions at every opportunity.
Each morning before I open my eyes I feel a firm
Quebec - Claire Mathieu
(450) 649-9480
“thump” “thump” on the side of the bed near my shoulder. I open
stephane.desnoyers@sympatico.ca
my eyes and roll over to be greeted by a sweet happy-faced Tibetan Terrier. He is standing on his hind legs grinning for all he is
Maritimes - Brenda Cook
(902) 443-7327
worth with his tail wagging a mile a minute. I rumple the top of
his head and tell him “good boy”. He curls up beside the bed and
brenda.cook@ns.sympatico.ca
waits for me to get up. Today holds wonderful promise for him
and it will be the best day ever! His joyful face and attitude reWeb Master - John George
(905) 632-3473
mind me of my children when they were toddlers, full of warmth,
ttsamsara@cogeco.ca
optimism and love. That is how I hope your New Year begins and
Newsletter Editors - Penny White
continues each day following the next. Talk to you soon,
John Argue (arguej@xplornet.ca)
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Glenn Connell

President TTCC

Words from the SECRETARY…..
A quick note to thank Jo Hannam for all of her hard work over the last couple of years and her offer to
help me as I try to carry on . "The box" of TTCC information arrived here in Casselman January 22nd. I have
only had a quick glance at the contents and am amazed at all the history that is in there . I am looking forward to
snooping through everything .
Please remember that membership renewals are now due .The renewal form is available on-line on the TTCC
website: http://www.tibetanterriercanada.com/
A renewal form was also sent out with the Fall Newsletter to those who receive it by regular mail .
Renewals should be sent to Terri Gueck .
Lynda Zittier,
TTCC Secretary
Words from the EDITOR…..
A reminder to look at the newsletter ONLINE, where ALL photos will be seen in dramatic colour.
Go to club website – www.tibetanterriercanada.com – find Newsletter section, select issue, and use Password
2009TTCCNL. (a tip is to avoid using capslock key)
Another important reminder is that the next issue will be published in April, and will only be mailed to those
who have renewed their memberships. (firm deadline March 31) A renewal form accompanied the fall newsletter, or can be downloaded from the club website. At that time the online password will be changed, in an effort
to reserve the newsletter for the eyes of Members Only.
from the ONTARIO DIRECTOR….
I am pleased to return to this position.
I have an important announcement that pertains to Ontario and to AGILITY:
re: The TTCC CKC Agility Trial for 2010 -- the month has been changed from October as in past several
years to JULY, the weekend of July 24/25. There are now welcome implications because of this change:
Firstly, the trial will be OUTDOOR, allowing for TWO rings operating simultaneously, providing much more
space for handlers’ set ups, endless room for spectators (!), and vendors . The Dream Fields gorgeous grassy
fields will be tranformed into a colourful and busy Tent City! Very exciting, and the sport, of course, is immensely entertaining to watch. Mark your calendars now. If you have a doggie in training, well, now you have
a goal! CKC Novice runs are straightforward and not difficult. More info, for sure, in next issue and/or via
email.
I believe that Directors should encourage organizing occasions for – let’s call it! – TTs and TT folk ‘get togetherness’. I know, I know, the country is vast, in many provinces members are very few, but it might be surprising what pleasant modest events could be email-planned . (and wow, would that ever make great material
for a following newsletter!)
For example – there are many TTs in the Toronto area, and I know a couple of members now familiar with the
wonderful Pawsway site which could become the location for a TT Frolic. Human and dog TT ‘guests’ would
not need to be TTCC members, but could be Tibetan Pet People we‘d reach out to and include.. Hey, I’d try to
drive from Ottawa! But I’m too far distant to be the organizer….
.So think about it, Toronto area members, and maybe it can happen. We’ll take pics and write it up for the
Newsletter as a TT Event.
In Ottawa I’m going to try to assemble some TT people plus doggers in February for a reunion at the dogwelcome café downtown called Wag…
‘If you plan it, they will come’ !
Penny White
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Tibetan Terrier Club of Canada
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting for 2009
Convened online 1st, 2nd and 3rd of December 2009
•

Meeting Called to Order 10:00 AM EST December 1st 2009

•

Roll Call via email: Glenn Connell, Andrew Palidwor, Rose-Marie Trowell, Roy Trowell, Nikki Sinclair, Pat Delorme, Majka Broulik,
Hynek Broulik, Deb McFarlane, Murdoch McFarlane, Claire Mathieu, Sue Byford, Julia McFarlane, Jo Hannam, David Harris, Penny White,
Brenda Peters, Valerie Weston, Bob McCue, Linda McCue, Rhonda Bailey, Anne McPherson, Sue Elworthy, Terri Jankelow, Florence
Barczewski, Monique Verreydt, Terri Gueck, Jackie Faust, Carol Litman, Kathy Delory, Lynda Zittier

•

Approval of Minutes of 2008 AGM

•

Reports

Moved by Penny White, Seconded by Jo Hannam…. carried
Written Reports were received from President Glenn Connell, Secretary Jo Hannam
Approval of the President’s Report
Moved by Rhonda Bailey, Seconded by Penny White
Approval of the Secretary’s Report
Moved by Jo Hannam, Seconded by Penny White

Committee Reports
Newsletter Editor Report was submitted by Penny White
•

Unfinished Business
1.
2.
3.
4.

TTCC Incorporation – This task remains undone. This precludes a Rescue Program under the auspices of the Club because of litigious possibilities.
Tibetan Terrier Colour Codes- 22 Colours have been compiled and will be submitted to CKC for approval. Thank you
to the Committee for their work.
TTCC Journal/Yearbook – Nobody is willing to take on this task at the moment.
TTCC Online Store – an account with “Café Press” looks like it might be possible for our Club. Café Press is an online
store that pays us for the use of our logos or artwork on wearable and giftware items. Tax implications must be investigated.
•Treasurer’s Report received from Terri Gueck
•Approval of the Treasurer’s Report
•
Moved by Pat Delorme, Seconded by Lynda Zittier

•

New Business
1.

2.
3.
4.

2010 and 2011 Specialties and Boosters – There is at present no one willing to chair the 2010 Specialty to be held in Ontario. CKC requires 180 days prior notice. Penny White has offered to serve on the committee and fundraise should one
be formed.
If no 'new' chair and team are found, there will be no National Specialty in 2010. An ALL Breed Agility Trial is planned
for Ontario in 2010. The Prairies will be hosting the 2011 National Specialty.
Job Shadowing – It was left to the individual Executive’s preference, to mentor a club member who is interested in serving on the Executive in the future should a member indicate such interest.
Procedure Manual for Executive Positions – A descriptive procedural Manual for reference by new or prospective executives defining duties in more detail than outlined in our constitution will be compiled. Jo Hannam and Glenn Connell have
volunteered to form a Committee.
Fundraiser – 2010-2011 TT Calendar – This has been done in the past and was very successful. It is a large undertaking
and requires someone to head the project. The Prairie Group may create a calendar to support their National in 2011.
Rhonda Bailey and Pat Delorme have several fundraising ideas for the event.

Adjournment at 12:00 midnight EST on December 3, 2009
Moved & Seconded by Penny White and Rhonda Bailey
Respectfully Submitted by President Glenn Connell
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NOTICEBOARD
Conformation Ring

From Valerie Weston
At the Georgina Kennel Club Show (November 2009), CanAm Ch Aslan North Moon Van Boris Son, CGN,
(Jebbie) was awarded a Group 1st by Jan Buchanan and a Group 2nd byRick Fehler. Previously, at the Sudbury show in
September. Jeb earned a Group 4th under Don Fitzsimmons and a Group 1st under Dog Windsor. Jeb finished the year as
# 4 Tibetan Terrier, and was only shown about 20 times, receiving 8 placements along with his 2 firsts.

Litter Basket
From Monique Verreydt in Belgium
On October 30 Ferhi (Samsara Jina Ferhiye) gave birth to six lovely pups! One boy (tricolour) and five girls (2 brindle
and 3 black & white) were born out of the love affair between Ferhi and Bocce (Ch. Arkeden N Kiskades Havin A Ball).
To our big surprise our youngest male Taylor (Colledge Samsara Jina Taylor) manifested himself as the perfect foster
father for Ferhi’s babies. It was so nice to see him and Ferhi playing in the garden with the puppies, and what fun they all
had enjoying the snow!

Introduction of new TT(s)
From Karen Tromblee
We are introducing Snopaw's Hallelujah (5/2/09) affectionately known as Louis.
Louis was bred by Deb and Murdock McFarlane. His dam is Ch. Snopaw's Clara Capriccio and his sire is Ch. Atisha's
VSOP Courvoisier owned by Joyce Ayotte. My story begins many years ago (back in the '80's) when I was showing Old
English Sheepdogs. My best friend, Jay Lamb, was campaigning a TT at the time and I thought, well someday I will own
one of those "good luck" dogs, which after all did look like a downsized sheepdog!
6Little did I know that when I lost my OES Bosley last spring that is exactly the path I would take!. Talk about "good
luck!" Joyce lives right here in Plattsburgh and our paths had crossed many times as we both had Beardies at one time too.

Joyce listened to my woe about being dogless. She suggested that I consider an older TT as I had mentioned that I wanted
to downsize and certainly not show! Well, long story short! Joyce also suggested that I contact the McFarlanes, which I
did. Thus the adventure down the TT path began. Conversations ensued about how I wanted a "pet puppy" or an older
dog as I was most certainly not interested in showing. When their Clara/Ravel litter arrived there were four outstanding
beautiful puppies. Pictures flew across the internet and I was absolutely convinced that I wanted a female. And so it was
planned that I was to get a female. However -- upon seeing the litter I immediately fell in love with -- yes that is right -Louis! This little guy crept into my heart from first sight. He had a magical presence. Oh, did I mention that everyone
thought he should be shown? Wait just a minute… I had wanted a female, a pet puppy, and not to show. Well, as it has
turned out, Louis will be shown in conformation, loves his obedience classes and hopefully some day will also be a therapy dog. I am head over heels in love with this little boy! He brings joy into my life everyday. His impish antics make me
laugh, he has made me more active with his many walks, he travels everywhere with me, he loves children and adults,
grooming him is a pleasure, and he has reconnected me with the dog show world and people that I so enjoyed. Louis also
brought with him the new friendships with Deb, Murdock and Joyce and all of their dogs.
Louis is truly a "good luck" dog!

Louis is co-owned by Karen & Jim Tromblee
and Deborah McFarlane

Mema

From Majka & Hynek Broulik - Our new TT “Mema”

Her official name is ‘Pema Rose Kara’. She came to us from the Kennel ‘Terriers Tibetains de la Yersa’ – from
breeder Anne Marie Fortin on November 23, 2010. At that time she was seven months old, of beautiful color and a little
bit shy, but she adopted us as her new family from the very first moment of seeing us! Our seven year old TT-boy
Mungo is extremely pleased to have a nice friend to play with, to share daily walks to the park and to go for family private
agility training. Mema has already started her education in a beginner’s obedience class and will be taking training in
agility beginner’s class in February 2010. She has a flexible body, the fast movement of a little tiger, and a sweet
personality. She is loved by all of us.
Thank you Anne Marie for letting us have her in our lives!
From Val Weston

Kit Kat is my new Havanese, who has come to a TT-full house and fits right into the Tibetan Terrier Spirit! Her name
is Talemaker N Aslan’s Kit Kat -- Kitzie for short. All the TTs look down (literally) at her and shake their heads as if to
say “Poor little thing, never grew any legs; we better cut her some slack” Shania has taken Kitzie under her wing , is
grooming her to be next in line, and Kitzie’s learning fast the poor boys don’t stand a chance at leadership around here!
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Performance
Agility Training Continues in Winter!
At (chilly) Fun Matches and in (even more chilly) Training Halls!

Fiesta

Maddie

Mungo

Mema

“Come on, Mungo, I’ll race ya over these jumps!”
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8

Quotable Quote: If you really want to give your dogs something special, give them something to do.
DogsInCanada Feb’10 p.37

HEALTH
Great news on the health front! The University of Missouri has developed a test for NCL/CCL !!! Canine or Neural Ceroid Lipofuscinosis – Google and learn more.
Briefly, it is a highly distressing early ‘Alzheimers’ that can afflict dogs, with miserable symptoms and eventual death.
Brenda Brown is allowing me to reproduce, verbatim, the following bulletin and details which she will publish in the Tibetan Terrier Club of America’s upcoming newsletter.
Penny
------------------------------------------------------------------HEALTH COMMITTEE NEWS
Breaking news from the Comparative Neurology Group at the University of Missouri!
They have developed a test that will definitively distinguish between Tibetan Terriers that are affected, carriers or normal with respect to the mutation that causes NCL/CCL. The test will be available in about a month for mass testing. PLEASE - Do not contact them until the announcement is officially made both here, on the website and via email from me. The distractions from numerous inquiries will interfere with their ability to do the final optimization
and validation of the test. We have waited for years for this folks, so a month or so longer is worth it!
Of importance to note is that the research that led to this test was made possible by the American Kennel Club Canine
Health Foundation and the TTCA and the Tibetan Terrier Health and Welfare Foundation. We have funded NCL/
CCL (as well as the PLL) research for years. Obviously our donations paid off!
Again, please wait until the official announcement is made. I will do everything possible to inform everyone. You can
always contact me at bbrown@johnrfowler.com or 304-752-0700.
[ Ed: When I learn more re. testing, I will email the info via the Members Email List.]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Longevity:
The longevity program is up and running and on the website. Please visit http://www.ttca-online.org/html/health.html to
enroll your dog(s). We hope to have the website updated soon so you can see the dogs that are listed.
Primary Lens Luxation:
Here are the testing statistics as of January 22, 2009:
CLEAR
CARRIER
AT RISK
TOTAL ABNORMAL
TOTAL TESTED

186

70%

77

29%

3

1%

80

30%

266

Information on PLL testing can be found on the TTCA website.
JRD:
We still need dogs for JRD Testing. You can also find this information on the TTCA website.
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TLC TIPS FOR TTS!
(Training, Living With, Caring For!)
Big Boy Beef Biscuits
1/2 cup dry milk
1 egg
1 teaspoon parsley
6 tablespoons olive oil
2 teaspoons honey
1 small (2.5 oz) jar beef baby food** Be sure to look for baby food with no onions in the ingredients list!
1/2 cup beef broth
1/2 cup rye flour
1 cup cup whole wheat flour
1/2 cup rice flour
1/2 cup cracked wheat
For the Glaze - 1 egg, 2 tablespoons beef broth
In a large bowl, combine the dry milk, egg, parsley, oil, honey, baby food, and broth.
Gradually blend in the flours and cracked wheat. Add enough wheat flour to form a stiff dough.
Transfer to a floured surface and knead until smooth (about 3-5 minutes).
Shape the dough into a ball, and roll to 1/2-inch (12 mm) thick.
Using bone-shaped cookie cutters, make biscuits!
Transfer to ungreased baking sheets, spacing them about 1/4 inch (6 mm) apart.
Bake for 30 minutes at 325 ° F.
Whisk together the egg and broth for the glaze. Brush biscuits with the glaze on both sides.
Return to oven and bake for an additional 30 minutes. Let cool overnight.
Makes several dozen small bones that freeze well.
Or 2 1/2 to 3 dozen large bones, depending on the size of cookie cutter you use.
* Be sure to look for baby food with no onions in the ingredients list!
Submitted by Suzanne Persall
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
ADVICE TO THE YOUNG DOG
(written in the first person by Amaia, an excerpt from her A DOG'S LIFE, which is a work in progress. She wishes to
thank 'the management' here at her home, where at seventeen years she still lives a happy, involved life, and is free to
compose her memoirs........)
Regarding television. Do not attempt to understand the lure of television. I like to think of myself as fairly sophisticated,
able to move freely among different social groups, sympathetic to their interests, however bizarre. But here I am baffled. A
box filled with small and noisy people, a disagreeable scent of heated plastic, the room plunged into darkness, conversation
banned, and the faint sound of snoring in the background – is this enjoyable? I can't make head or tail of it myself. Have
you ever seen rabbits hypnotized by flashlight? That's television, as far as I'm concerned. For drama and entertainment I’d
rather watch ants at work. Busy little fellows, ants, rushing hither and yon, eyes front, in lines of three abreast. Big cities are
like that, so I hear, millions of people going from one hole to another and then back again. Odd way to live your life. I’m
glad mine has been different…
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Journey to Tibet - by Vern & Judy Jones
Finally we were able to take our long awaited trip to Tibet. Since we received our first T.T. from Alice Murphy in 1974 the land of their origin has intrigued us. Prior to our journey to honour our Tibetans we had flags
made to be hung at various sites in Tibet among the Prayer Flags. These flags contained the names of the 9
fabulous T.T. "ladies" who have shared and continue to share our lives.( not to mention all their wonderful puppies whom we enjoyed for a short time before they went to their new homes.)
Simkiri Tibetan Terriers
Sweet Chocolate Lamleh of Kalai
Kalai Nago Simki Ri CH
Simkiri Neepo CH
Simkiri Yser Jo Mo
Sheydon's Norbu Lamo CH
Sheydon's Yser Re Ba CH
Simkiri Yser Nyima CH
Sheydon's Yser Kaylen CH
Simkiri Sashima Norbu CH
.I did not want to write a long travelogue so I chose to comment on the trip under different areas of focus.
The Travel
Our trip began in Kathmandu Nepal a large but quite laid back very Indian influenced city. We met our Nepali
guide Keshar and travelling companions- 2 Americans, and 9 British. Here we viewed the sights- temples, monasteries, stupas, shopped and ate. There are many Tibetans living here and Tibetan Crafts and souvenirs
abounded. We purchased beautiful singing bowls.
We then flew to Lhasa and met our Tibetan Guide Wong Dui who greeted us with the white Tibetan prayer
scarves. We traveled mainly by bus until our return to Lhasa where we traveled the rest of the time in Four
wheel Drives.( 3 to a car with a Tibetan driver) Distances in Tibet are vast and we travelled 100 or more km per
day with stops for sightseeing and lunch. For the major part of the trip we stayed in lovely comfortable hotels
and spent four nights camping very comfortably (two at Lake Namtso and two at Rongbok) enjoying delicious
meals cooked for us by the Tibetan cooks. In all we spent 5 days in Nepal, 18 in Tibet and then 10 in China.
The Culture
This is based largely on Tibetan Buddhism which despite the increased Chinese influence still flourishes. The
Tibetans are very devout as evidenced in the many monasteries we visited. One of our flags was placed high on a
hill amongst the prayer flags at the oldest monastery Yamba Lakkang. We saw many different Buddhas
throughout the trip and we did learn a lot about Tibetan history and Buddhism.
The People
The Tibetans are a very gracious, gentle and spiritual people. The older generation still dresses in traditional
fashion, especially in the countryside. The women wear long skirts with silk aprons and their hair is amazingly
braided and often waist length or longer. The men in the countryside wear their hair longer and it is entwined
with red silk. All wear silver, turquoise and coral jewellery some very old and exquisitely beautiful. The younger
generation in Nepal, Tibet and China dress in modern American style.
The Landscape
This is amazing and all of course at very high altitude varying from 3000-6000 meters. Much of Tibet is very
brown with few trees as it is a high desert much like our Tundra. The skies are beautiful, clear and bright, much
like ours in Alberta. Toodie Connor reminded us to take good sunglasses. The high mountains are snow covered
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and Everest is truly spectacular. We did walk the 9 km to base camp from Rongbok and it was fabulous! The
farmers raise some beef, goats, sheep and use Yak for work and food. We saw many Yak in the wild and shared
a campsite one night with some. They are very square animals like T.T. and also come in similar colours. Our
drives through many ascending switchbacks were incredible - some on great highways and some on very narrow rock and dirt roads There are some very high mountain passes decorated with prayer flags and we left
flags at two of the highest-Gyatsala 5220m and Tongla 5100m. The city of Lhasa is large and becoming very
Chinese but the Potala palace is spectacular and the monasteries are very beautiful .We shopped at the Bakhor
and walked a lot. Sadly there were no dogs anywhere resembling T.T. but we did see a few Lhasas and some
other pure breds. We visited the Dog Market but they only had a picture of a Tibetan. Most dogs in the cities
and the countryside have reverted to the typical mongrel. We did see many billboards advertizing Tibetan Mastiffs who sell for many thousands.. We visited the cities of Gyantse which had a huge fort and monastery and
Shigatse the second largest city. The cities tend to be a mixture of Tibetan and Chinese culture. We visited and
hiked around Lake Namtso the highest lake and a very sacred place and hung another flag here. The villages
tend to be more traditional- we did go into a typical dwelling.
Overall the trip was amazing -- gorgeous scenery, the opportunity to increase our knowledge of Buddhism,
bright skies, glorious weather, spectacular mountains, monasteries, stupas, villages, farmland, wasteland, cities
and the lovely gentle, spiritual Tibetan people.
Tibet is a land of contrasts both ancient and modern. The traditional Tibet is fast disappearing but the spirit
and mystery remain. When we look into the lovely faces and "those eyes" of our TTs one can see this. spirit and
mystery. We do consider ourselves extremely lucky to have visited Tibet and to have a part of it in this wonderful breed we so cherish.
Vern and Judy

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A Quotable Quote:
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Someone asked me how I dare wear black when I’m around dogs who usually shed. I told her that I feel
sorry for people who aren’t covered in dog hair because they must be very lonely.
(DogsInCanada Feb.2010 p.54)

Dogs are
victims in
a scary war

ovcharka, definitely not a breed for most but
a great loss if allowed to become extinct.
The Montreal children's film festival this
year showed the Finnish children's film Myrsky, retitled Stormheart for English-speaking
audiences. A Finnish family rescue a puppy
for their daughter when the Berlin Wall falls,
not realizing it is an ovcharka. The sweet
cuddly puppy grows up to be a giant and
Looking at life from a dog's point of view
devoted protector of its young owner. The
can refocus matters great and trailer showing a full-grown ovcharka in all
small. Take the Berlin Wall, its glory is at Stormheart.fi.
which crum-bled 20 years
ago. Thou-sands of dogs poAs go the Caucasus so went
liced that wall and just like
the ovcharka. Originally shepthat they were all out of a
herds' dogs. with an ancient
job—some 7,000 of them,
history, they were loyal guardiBARBARA apparently. The guard dog of
ans beloved by their owners. As
AMIEL choice was the Caucasian
politics changed so did their
ovcharka, which coincidentally is a dog I
lifespan. Ovcharkas were first
hope to add to my two Hungarian kuvaszok
murdered in large numbers by
if I am up to it. Some people rescue homeSoviet commissars who feared
less dogs: I look for native East European
private ownership, then subbreeds who share in an ersatz Jewish idenjected to a canine population
tity to this extent: in that part of the world.
transfer, when Stalin confishistorically speaking, someone will try and
cated them for his state kennels
do them in.
in the 1930s. More recently, too
caged ovcharkas were kept by Georgian
The wall fell and West Berliners feared
warlord Asian Aba-shidze to protect his 3packs of ovcharkas storming into the city.
year fiefdom in the Black Sea "republic" of
Given the dog's size (up to 90 kg) and its
Ajaria before finally, in 2004, Georgian
heritage—tearing the throats out of wolves President Mikheil Saakashvili managed to
and id escapees alike—I can't blame them. chase him out. Thunder-Hawk Caucasians
Just a month earlier, after brutally repress- kennel owner Tamara Fol-lett lives blissfully
ing demonstrations before the October visit with her seven in Ontario and I recommend
of Mikhail Gorbachev to East Berlin and
her authoritative book Caucasian Ovcharka
fear-ing more, the murderous Stasi chief Eric with its 300 photos if you're interested in the
Mielke stated, "I will now...show that our
breed.
authority still has teeth [demonstrators] are
cowardly dogs ... they will run like rab-bits
My own kuvaszok were a breed also muras soon as they've seen our dogs."
dered by Soviets when they invaded Hungary in the Second World War. I suppose I
West Berliners were spared. Most "wall
dogs" are said to have been shot, some taken can't blame the Russians: being confronted
by a loyal kuvaszok protecting his farm terriby guards, and a few rescued by Berliners.
tory might be unnerving, and I can't blame
Though my own heart belongs to the kuthe kuvaszok for charging—they were
vaszok, I can't think of a more awesome or
physically strik-ing dog on this earth than the unlikely to have been told of the upcoming
regime change. The breed was all
but exterminated.
Most Hock guardian dogs belong
to a group loosely known as Molossers, which include breeds as
disparate as ovcharkas, kuvaszok
various pit bull types, mastiffs and
Akitas. In December. the film
based on the life of the idolized
Japanese Akita "Hachiko," starring
Richard Geri:, will be released.
Hachiko was the companion of a
Japanese professor in the mos.
When the professor died at work.
Hachiko, though adopted by the

professor's relatives, returned daily for nine
years to the train station, waiting for the professor's return. After the Second World War,
when Akitas had suffered the usual ravages
of war, a statue of him was put up at the Tokyo station honouring his devotion.
Every dog owner knows that devotion. rhapsodically referred to as unconditional love. I
wallow in it myself, though I can't help noticing that the depth of affection in my dogs
eyes is immeasurably
deeper when I have food in
my hand. Dogs need food
and shelter from us: we humans want their hearts. Hachiko's tale tells us more
about the culture of Japan
than that of the dog. In that
structured pre-war society,
people often led solitary
lives mirrored by their dogs.
Hachiko reflected this in his
"one manone dog" behaviour. Admirable though this
trait is. it makes the Akita
more difficult to socialize.
Here in Canada and America. dogs are victims in a different sort of war. that of statism
versus individual liberty. Under various acts
and bylaws, our local and provincial authorities have the power to confiscate, ban. "put
down" or mutilate dogs arbitrarily, often
without regard to individual behaviour. Entire breeds like the Staffordshire terrier have
been banned or forcibly castrated according
to local bylaws as if they were some lethal
virus. Let some authority decide a dog looks
"like a pit bull," and off they go in the name
of public safety under draconian legislation
such as Bill 132—produced by Ontario's
former attorney general. Michael Brant, that
sterling symbol of public safety himself. The
dreaded animal control officer can turn up
unannounced on a doorstep after a
neighbour's complaint about barking (which
becomes "menacing behaviour" and subject
to penalties including confiscation of the
dog), or a patrol officer's view that a Labrador is really a pit bull.
Dogs have become a tool in controlling our
lifestyle. Every dog large or small (except
the basenjii) barks. Every dog can potentially
nip or bite. Future restrictions on all breeds
will inevitably evolve. Statism metastasizes.
So please God, help man's best friend. Man
and governments won't.
Barbara Amiel, McLeans Nov.25,'09
Article submitted by Deb McFarlane
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Actual EXCERPTS from the Tibetan Terrier ‘Topica’ email LIST on the introduced subject
FEATURES OF TTS LIKED AND DISLIKED…. Writers’ names have been omitted, but these are genuine
comments, saved for years for just this sort of use….
Topic: What feature, personality trait, thing about the Tibetan do you like most and what do you like least?
As a TT Breeder, let me address this question. Obviously I love the breed having lived with them for over 25
years. While I have a hard time imagining anyone NOT liking the breed <VBG>, in reality they
are not for everybody. TT's require being part of the family. They are not a breed that do well in situations where
they are not included in the family activities. They are companions first and foremost. They are independent
thinkers. While easy to train and eager to please, they do it for the enjoyment of the activity, not simply "because
you asked". Some folks find that difficult to adjust to. They bore easily and are quite intelligent, so keep you ever
on your toes in training situations.
With a young child, you need to decide if you have time for the care of a long haired, double coated dog who will
have the same activity level as your 2 year old. While TT's are very good with children - especially
those raised with little ones, I personally think you should wait another few years until the baby is a bit older. The
other consideration would be getting a slightly older dog who would be past the nipping stage that all puppies go
through (even a "retired" brood matron who should be VERY tolerant having raised her TT pups. (TT's are
VERY good mothers)
Try to determine what characteristics you are looking for longterm and what personality traits you absolutely can
not live with and make sure you convey these to the breeder. Congratulations also on not rushing into any decision but researching the breeds you are interested in.
--------------------------------------Best features: always amusing, very intelligent, very loving and adaptable (good travelers), don't smell doggie and
don't shed, small dog with tough physical abilities and a big dog attitude (not yappy).
Worst features: not a field dog so they don't train as easily, act like excitable puppies longer than other dogs
breeds, mat easily, and have selected hearing (i.e. hear what they want to.)
---------------------I totally love my two. But you are right in mentioning that they are not for everyone. Unless you have time and
patience, especially if you should decide on a puppy, TT's need a lot of your time and are not like any other breed.
They are people oriented, they are not dogs one puts in the yard to let them do their own thing. They need to be
walked on leashes.
Because they are so smart, they can be a handful Patience is key and a lot of love. Like you would treat a child.
Because they are so smart, they need to be kept busy and loved, most of all.
They need to be groomed often if you decide to keep them in a long coat, and I mean often
-------------------------------What a great question
What I like the most about my TT is without a doubt. his personality. I know ... broad topic, but I have never
known another dog that had so much of one! It's hard to even describe, it's that "big". He's a very entertaining
companion. Secondly ... he's very adaptable ... but this took a lot of work and training to get him here. He goes
with the flow and doesn't get discombobulated with change of routine. 99% of the time our life is very
predictable, but on those occasions where something out of the ordinary comes up, he copes well without causing
trouble. A real "roll with the punches type guy".
I read somewhere (can't remember where) that Tibetan Terriers are "high input, high output" dogs. One doesn't
come without the other. I have found this to be very true in my case.
----------------------------As to the best and the worst of TTs....I've had TTs since 1985...the best is a lot. They are smart, funny, sweet,
beautiful, affectionate, NEVER smell "doggy", and cute as the dickens.
The down side is not nearly as long a list. (LOL) They are independent and take a lot of patience to train (it's
called "selective" hearing). If you don't keep them in a puppy coat, grooming is a totally ongoing process, especially when they are going through the coat blowing stages.
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------------------------What do I love about the breed? The fact that they can usually twist me right around their little paw. I like to
think that I am top bitch in this house but that is because they allow me to have this delusion.
I dislike the way they bark if a leaf falls from a tree three houses away! Otherwise, they are pretty darn perfect.
------------------------------------------I have so many favorite features, too long to list here. However, if I had
to pick just THREE:
1. Lively; energetic; playful; enthusiastic...... AND couch potato, quiet and coy, too.
2. "Talks" to me, but is not a barker/yapper excessively. When I hear her voice, it's like music to my ears. She
has a lovely voice, not irritating at all.
3. In full coat or clipped, they are the CUTEST and CUDDLIEST, like muppets.
-------------------------------------------------Here are some that contradictions that come to mind.
For starters and the most obvious, Tibetan Terriers are not terriers.
They are not part of the herding group but make certain their humans stay together on walks.
They are not part of the working group, but work very hard at keeping the yard free of all intruders, especially
squirrels.
They are part of the non-sporting group, but are really good sports about making their humans laugh.
They can have a deep baritone voice or yodel in a high pitch which could break glass.
They look gorgeous in full coat or are absolutely precious in a puppy cut.
They love to sit outside when the wind is howling and it’s below zero, but hog all the covers in bed at night.
They hate the rain, but will seek out any muddy puddle to splash in.
They freak out if a bit of poop sticks to their pantaloons but will roll in deer or goose poop until they stink to
high heaven.
They are very loyal and love their family but think nothing about embarrassing you by airing your dirty laundry
to your guests. Just ask Chris about her TT parading around the neighborhood with a bra.
They love playing in the snow but hate snowballs on their feet.
They walk sensibly on hardwood floors but fly across an icy lawn or walkway with scary abandon
.
They are independent but clingy.
They are laid-back but run zoomies.
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SMILES

Ready? One-Two –Three… TONGUES!” (Tongue-On-cheek ‘Obedience’!)

’These boots are made for WALKIN, & so am I!”
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‘It’s my DRAGON! I love it but I also slay it!’

How Penny felt by January 1st!

Here in this house…..
I will never know the loneliness I hear in the barks of the other dogs 'out there'.
I can sleep soundly, assured that when I wake my world will not have changed.
I will never know hunger, or the fear of not knowing if I'll eat.
I will not shiver in the cold, or grow weary from the heat.
I will feel the sun's heat, and the rain's coolness,
And be allowed to smell all that can reach my nose.
My fur will shine, and never be dirty or matted.
Here in this house ...
There will be an effort to communicate with me on my level.
I will be talked to and, even if I don't understand,
I can enjoy the warmth of the words.
I will be given a name so that I may know who I am among many.
My name will be used in joy, and I will love the sound of it!
Here in this house ...
I will never be a substitute for anything I am not.
I will never be used to improve peoples' images of themselves.
I will be loved because I am who I am, not someone's idea of who I should be
I will never suffer for someone's anger, impatience, or stupidity.
I will be taught all the things I need to know to be loved by all.
If I do not learn my lessons well, they will look to my teacher for blame.
Here in this house ...
I can trust arms that hold, hands that touch...
Knowing that, no matter what they do, they do it for the good of me.
If I am ill, I will be doctored.
If scared, I will be calmed.
If sad, I will be cheered.
No matter what I look like, I will be considered beautiful and thought to be of value.
I will never be cast out because I am too old, too ill, too unruly, or not cute enough.
My life is a responsibility, and not an afterthought.
I will learn that humans can almost, sometimes, be as kind and as fair as dogs.
Here in this house ...
I will belong.
I will be home.
(Author Unknown)
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A VERY SPECIAL MILESTONE !
On January 19th Ruffles -- our first Tibetan-- marked his 19th birthday!
It was decided to purchase a page to honour Ruffles while he is still with us. Out of albums & albums of photos, a very
few were chosen to illustrate highlights. No mere words or even hundreds of pics could convey how Ruffles has affected our lives –especially Penny’s – by enriching us with his gentle, obliging personality, his great beauty, and by
leading the way into two decades happily spent in a TT world! He truly is a dog beyond compare, and Penny & Ron
proudly celebrate him.

Grand old man, December 2009.

First Embrace at Joyce’s ’91
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Sandbanks Vacation

Ruffles’ Puppies x Amaia in ’97

He loved Agility

a U.S. ‘major’

At 19 yrs, still being posed, still patient!

